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DO NOT MISS
VOLLEY BALL
PRACTICES

The Rotunda
W e

Gregory To Play
For Spring Dance
Cotillion Dance Will
Include One
Dansante

R.M.W.C. Presents
Dancing R e c ital

McCLURETO LEAD

Dr. J. L. Jarman. Mr. and Mrs.
Fltzpatrick, Miss Barlow. Miss
Jeter, Miss Craddock. Phyllis Ferguson, Lena Mac Gardner. Virginia Leonard, Fanny Bosworth.
Dorothy McNamee, Mary Robeson, Crenshaw Jones, and Doris
Moore, from S. T. C attended
the annual dance recital held at
Randolph Macon Woman's College Friday, March 15.
"
The trip was arranged by Mrs.
Fitzpatrick, who especially desired members of the Artist Dance
Group and the dancing classes to
attend.
The program was presented by
the Artist Dance Group of the
Physical Education Dpartment at
Randolph Macon. This program
has been concentrated on the
whole year, and is the biggest
program of the year. Under the
direction of Miss Eleanor Struppa. who also took part on the
program, the students exhibited
many forms of modem dancing,
of sustained and controlled movements. The arms, head and the
entire body also entered into the
movements, and the fascial expressions and bows were according to the character represented.
Modern dancing is expressive
rather than graceful and beautiContinued on page 4, Col. 1

Juniors Victorious
Over Frosh Team

To

MAJOR
OFFICES

Teach

FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA, MARCH 20, 1935

Volume XV.

The Spring dances of the Cotillion Club, including a dansante
from 4:30 till 6:00 in the afternoon and a formal dance from
830 till 12:00 at night, will be held
here Saturday, March 23.
Dan Gregory and his Victor
Recording Columbia Broadcasting
Orchestra has contracted to play.
This orchestra has recently completed an engagement at the Tantilla Gardens in Richmond.
The receiving line, composed of
Dr. J. L. Jarman. Miss Mary White
Cox. Miss Evelyn Knaub. Miss
Jean McClure. Miss Hazel Smith,
and Miss Laeta Barham. will form
at the door of the Student Lounge
at 8:30 p. m.
The figure, taking place at 10:30
will be led by Miss Jean McClure
accompanied by Mr. Edwin Bouldin. assisted by Miss Evelyn
Knaub with Mr. Barbee Betts.
Mi's Laeta Barham with Mr. Bill
Scott, and Miss Hazel Smith with
Mr. Luke Hancock. The figure will
also include /all Cotillion members except those bid this year.
Intermission will follow the
completion of the figure, during
which time punch will be served
in the Student Lounge. Mrs. John
K, Laing. Miss Pauline Camper,
Mrs. J. H. Warren, and **rs. J. L.
Tabb will preside at the punch
bowls.
The chaperones for the dances
are: Dr. J. L. Jarman. Miss Mary
White Cox, Mrs. John K. Laing.
Mrs. J. H. Warren. Mrs. J. L.
Tabb. Miss Pauline Camper, and
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Graham.
The faculty, administration, and
home department, with their
fflVMi husbands, and escorts, are
cordially invited.
Tickets will be sold to members
Thursday and Friday from 3:00 to
3:30 on the second floor of the
Rotunda. Members in school will
not be able to procure tickets after Friday. March 22. Alumnae
may get tickets on the second
floor of the Rotunda from 2:00 to
6:00 Saturday afternoon and at
the door from 7:30 to 10:00 Saturday night.

Te a c h

VOTE FOR

Teacher Assignments
Announced Recently
The teaching assignments in
the rural training schools for the
spring quarter have been announced as follows:
In the elementary grades at
John Randolph: Dorothy Johnson,
Murkland Dressier. Myrtle Dodd,
Mildred Chandler, and Alice Virginia Campbell.
In the elementary grades
at
Rice: Bernice Welch. Fiances
Hudgins. Mary Chappell, Ava Alderman and Lucille Alcers.
In the elementary grades at
Worsham: Marjorie Cooke, Minl:\ifi Cocks. Catherine Gilliespie,
Mary E. Bailey. Vivian Hall and
Kathleen Johnson.
The girls who have been assigned to high school and the subjects
they will teach are:
At Curdsvile: Dorothea Harrison, math, Leila Mattox; Latin,
Virginia Hooke; history, Ruth
Showalter, science, Henriett Salsbury, English and
Charlotte
Young, French.
At Worsham: Dorothy Glover,
history; Frances Elder, biology;
and Ruby Blanton, math.

Monday afternoon at four
o'clock in the gym, the Juniors
won the basketball championship. This concluded the basketball season at S. T. C. both Intramural
and
intercollegiate
games being completed.
Both teams entered Into the
game with a fighting spirit, and
kept their determination to the
Excitement, romance, humor,
end. Both played unusually well, and wit are characteristic of
considering the fact that they "Romance Is A Racket," which
had no practice the week before will be presented by the Juniors
because of examinations.
and seniors of the Training
Team work and excellent pass School Friday night at eight
work were the outstanding char- o'clock In the college auditorium.
acteristics of the game. These! The play seiected is" a delightful
were especially shown by the cen- one act comedy by John Klrkters who were about
evenly patrlck.
matched, and who really proved
Preceding the play, the undertheir ability
throughout
the classmen not In the cast will
game. Although the freshmen give a program of dances under
were unable to run up a score, the direction of Lois Moses.
they gave the juniors real comBetty Hardy, Dot
Wright.
petition and an exciting fight.
Katherlne
Newman, Margaret
A very small crowd attended Wilkerson, Evelyn Crenshaw, Mary
the game. Those loyal supporters Geyer. and Esther Ollllam comof their colors who were present I vt\u the cast of the play,
boosted the teams with songs coached by Audrey Clements,
and yells, Louise Walmsley leadAdmission for S. T C
Continued on page 4, Col. 1
will be 20c.

High School Students
To Stage Play Here

MARGARET CLARK

-• •

EVELYN MASSEY

Mo. 22

Major Nominations
Made By Students
Student Delegates
Represent S. T. C.
it Greensboro

Business Manager of Weekly

Business Manager of Annual

NovelistWillSpeak Adjacent Counties
Hereat Leadership Convene at S. T. C.
March 15. at 10:30
FraternitvBanquet A. OnM. Friday.
a group of Supervisors.
Miss Mary
Johnston.
the
author of "To Have and To
Hold" and many other stories of
Old Virginia, has been invtied to
be the speaker at the banquet to
be held at Longwood during the
national Alpha Kappa Gamma
convention. April 5-7. The Virginia novelist has accepted the
invitation to visit 8. T. C. For
sometime Miss Johnston has been
a resident of Warm 8prings. Va.
Delegates from Queen's Chicora. Charlotte. North Carolina,
North Carolina 8tate. Raleigh.
North Carolina, and it is hoped
from Mary Baldwin
College.
Staunton, Virginia will
arrive
here on April 5 and be the guests
of the local chapter of Alpha
Kappa Gamnia during the weekend.
Miss Lula Andrews of Richmond, Virginia, will also be a
distinguished guests at the meeting. Miss Andrews is an honorary member of Alpha Kappa
Gamma and has done outstanding work in research for the organization. Miss Andrews will
address the convention on Saturday afternoon. The national
executives are expected to attend
the meeting.
Nelle Oakey Ryan, local Alpha Kappa Gamma President, is
chairman of
the
committee,
which is making arrangements
for the convention.

Spring Holidays Last
Four Days Easter
Sping holidays will begin April
17, after classes, and extend
throgh April 21. Students are required to return to school Monday
to begin classes Tuesday morning.
The custom has been thoroughly
established in the college to grant
the spring holidays at Easter rather than at the end of the winter
quarter. It has been decided that
this time is more appropriate than
the earlier date and suits the college schedule better.
I
College Choir and Choral
Club to Present Program
For the benefit of those who
;vere unable to be admitted to
:he concert in the college audi.orium on the night of March
i. and for any others who wish
to attend, the members of the
College Choir and Choral Club
with Miss Irene Leake. Edwin
Cralle. and Beverly Farrar, local talent, will present a program at the Methodist church
Sunday, March 24. at 7:30 p. m.
Selections from Handel's
Messiah" and a few other
numbers of the Founders aDy
run will be given.

Superintendents. Principals and
Teachers from Prince Edward
and the adjoining counties met
in the small auditorium. The
meeting was called by Superintendent Sydney B. Hall for the
purpose of finding out and discussing the problems which have
been met in the introduction of
the new State Course of Study.
The conference was in charge
Of Dr. D. W. Peters and Miss
Ruth Henderson of the State Department of Public Instruction.
The morning session was addressed by Dr. D W. Peters. In
the
afternoon
two
separate
groups met, one composed of Superintendents,
Principals
and
teachers from the various high
schools Miss Henderson presided over an open discussion. The
second group was composed of
teachers and supervisors of elementary schools.
Much valuable information was
gained from the conference which
was well attended by a very enthusiastic group. The meeting
was adjourned at 5:30 p. m.

Three More Contests
Confront Debate Club
During 1935 Season
The S. T. C. Debate Club Is
having a very successful season
this year. The first debate with
Lynchburg College was lost, but
victory crowned the next efforts
wlth Emory and Henry College.
Again bowing In defeat, the team
yielded graciously to Waynesburg, Pennsylvania.
The question debated with
Lynchburg and Emory and Henry
was on government ownership of
munitions. The national question, "Resolved That the Nations Should Agree To Prevent the
International Shipment
of
Arms," was the topic of argument with Waynesburg.
This national question was al:o
the subject for discussion at the
South Atlantic Forensic Tournament held at Hickory. North Carolina, on March 7. 8. and 9 The
affirmative and the negative
teams from S. T. C. were represented by Margaret Pollard and
Agnes Bondurant. Louise Francis and Dudley Allen, respectively. The affirmative team won
two debates, and the nega'ivt
won three, each team participating In five debates.
Oertrude Levy entered the oratorical contest at Hlcory In behalf of 8. T. C. She brought
more glory and distinction to the
college by unanimously wlnnlnr
the contest
The Debate Club is sponsored
and coached by Dr. Walmsley,
and Margaret Pollard is Its president.
During the remainder of the
season, the organization pi
Continued on page 4, Col. 1

Smith and Waters For
Student Body
President

The Southeastern. Athletic
Federation of Woman's College
Conference will meet at the
North Carolina College for Women in Greensboro. N. C. from
Thursday. March 19. to Saturday. March 23.
Sarah Beck. Louise Walmsley
and Mary Bowles will be S. T.
C.'s Athletic Association's representatives at this conference. At
this time delegates from the
Athletic Association of other
Southern Colleges will also attend.
At this meeting all phases,
problems and difficulties of basketba11 n cke
- ? /' lennis' an° swim"
ming and other sports will be
thoroughly discussed. There will
be also a delightful program of
entertainment including swimming parties, a camp supper and
other events, the whole to termina te wlth n Rland
,
banquet Saturda
* evenln«}'. II'. Committees Total
Work of Season at Meeting
At the roll call of the Y. W C
A. meeting, Wednesday afternoon, each of the ten committee
chairmen gave a report of her
work during the year and plans
for its completion. These reports will be made into a booklet for the incoming cabinet. Discussion of the work of the Y. W.
committees followed, and the
president asked for helpful suggestions. The treasurer gave a
report of the proposed budget
and the expenditure up to the
present time.
Marguerite York opened the
meeting with an interesting talk
OD Dr. Fosdicks book entitled:
"The Modern Use of the Bible."
For the past month the cabinet
has studied books pertaining to
this subject.
After a short business meeting,
the program was given over to
,hp SfK
, '"" Committee. A dcllcious
fe course was .served, and the
m e n
' " "» ended *'"> a »P»rlt of
jollity.

Fall Quarter Sorority
Averages Announced
As | means of encouraging high
scholastic rating among the toron campus a scholarship award is made to the group
making the highest average for
three
ve quarters. At the
end of each quarter the grades
ed by the Pan-Hellenic
lot and the result reported to
Continued on page 3. Col. 3

Class To He Offered
In Parliamentary Law
Dr. Wain
offering a class
m pai Uamentary law this quarter for all student! who are Intel
111 be held from
April 13 to May 2 on Tin
and Thursdays at 2:10 p. m. It
will not be a credit class, but will
pportunlty to
II lamiliar with
• ••edlngs.
The class wa.s given in the fall.
and a number of oil
the
■tudei
'ook advantage oi
order
'lie mimler , ol thl
ted to officers.

ELECTIONS THURS.
Nominations for the major officers in school were held throughout the day Tuesday. The result of
the preliminaries are as follows
student body president, Hazel
Smith and Tac Waters: president
of V. W. C. A.. Agnes Crockett and
Lucy Potter; president of House
Council, Elizabeth Huse and Mildred Potter; president of Athletic
Association. Mary Bowles and
Louise Walmsley. Final election of
major officers will be held on
Thursday. Girls living in the Annex and Student Building will vote
at the table at the entrance to
Moond floor Student Building;
those roaming on Main and West
Main will vote on second floor Rotunda; mils rooming on White
House Hall, Gym Hall and Town
girls will vote at the table in the
hall on the mam floor; Juniors
and seniors living in the Senior
Building will vote in that dormitory.
Nominations for minor elections
will be held on Monday or Tuesday of next week.
Honor Graduates Selected
//i College Training Sch<n>l
Dorothy Wright and Mair.nr'
Wilkerson were selected from the
seniors In the Training School to
ill liver the valedictory and .salutatory, respectively, at the commencement exercises. These first
and second honor graduates were
selected by the supervisors with
leadership attitude, scholarship,
etc., as a basis for the selection.
Both girls have done outstanding
work m classes and In extra-curricular work during their four
years of high school.

College of Today
Breedfl Spirit of Revolt
NEW YORK 'IPi Modern
a spirit of revolt and should be
restrained.
Former Governor
John M. Slaton of Georgia said In
a .speech before the New York
State Bar Association here last
week.
He also accused magazines and
papers of fostering
the
"spirit of unrest."
Continued page 3. Col. 3
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With New Quarter

.Six seniors. Margaret Birdwell.
Vivian Davis. Audrey Mattox.
Maud"
Helen Smith and
Mary Elizabeth Stubs completed
the Jegrw Dour*! In March and
will not be in school during the
spring
i DJ total enrollment of 8. T. C.
was increased at the beginning of
the spring quarto i bv the enti
0l I < i ul new girls and former
Virginia Moring Layne, Itemviiie. Margaret Belmora, Bohu
Anne I Butler, Norfolk; lean
betti Pinnell,
in, N.
C . Alma Doris John.on. Norfolk;
II.Hi
Norfolk. Virginia
and '•'
Ping Jung. Norfolk,
i.i enrolled lot the pi inr fa rin
I
Ellen S'one. Newport
Pamwllle;
;i. 11 B iffelo Spi
Farnr.illi
ai.il ".'
Wonlfolk. Orange.
inir studies at 8.
T C.
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From what quarters does most of the destructive
criticism come? Who find fault
Member Virginia Intercollegiate PWM Association
with the way in which things are being
Published by students of the State Teachers Coldone? It is safe to say that those of us
lege, Farmville, Virginia
who do not take interest in and participate
Enured as second class matter March 1, 1921. at
in school activities are quick to criticize.
the Post Office of Parmville. Virginia, under Act
If things are not being done as you think
of March 3, 1934
they should be why not do your part in imSubscription
.jjjJLig. year
proving the situation? It would be more
MIMCM
gracious and effective to evidence your senAssociated «olU«iBieJlrt*»
timents in a helpful way than to employ
demoralizing criticism and unjust accusaStaff
tions.
Lelia Mattox
»>ltor
The officers to be elected Thursday are
Evelyn Massey
Associate Editor
our officers next year because we are choosLena Mac Gardner
Business Manager
ing them. Let's do our part now to make
Board of Editors
them truly representative of the student
Miss Jane Royall
Alumnae
body's wishes.
Florence Sanford
Make-up
Susan Gresham
Headlines
Kaihryne Cotten
Literary
Does Lent Mean Anything?
Birdie Wooding. Emma Bingham, Bess McGlothlin
Editorials
Anne Putney
"**££
As the days, growing longer and warm8oc U
Anne Diggs
" er, bring Spring to the world around us
Aha sawyer
Asst. Business and to the world within us, does the figure
Maude Rhodes. Lila Jacob, Elsie Cabell
end with the thoughts of a new spring outCirculation
fit? Or does it bring to us some thought of
the real Spring—the release of life from
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20, 1935
death, in every plant and animal but most
gloriously in the soul of man?
// Might Have Been
We are away from home and perhaps
we have neglected to establish ourselves in
••The saddest wtords of tongue or pen the relations to church life that we like
and intend to do. Isn't this being the presA iv these—it might have been"
Several days ago a young lady was ent and more especially the Lenten season
heard to remark, "I might have passed that the very finest time to act—to let this new
course if I had really studied," and a friend happiness and new vigor turn our hearts
to the simple and joyous spiirt of Easter.
replied. "That teacher is too hard."
Do we judge our successes or failures It means a great deal more to the theologian but let us take what is our from it as
by someone else? We should not.
Shortly before and after examinations young Christians.
some girls are inclined to talk of what
Let next Sunday find each of us somemight have been if they had done so and where in church and each day find in our
BO. During the quarter they might tire hearts some thought worthy of that first
themselves with too much pleasure and too Easter. It shall mean a truer beauty, a
little work, scarcely giving a thought to deeper joy in life ,in friends, in Spring than
success or opportunity until examinations ever before.
stare them in the face. And then they
Help us to find a cross somewhere
blame someone else for what has happened,
Since it is Easter day
yet what happened usually depended on
Where we may foil the foolish fears
themselves.
That we should throw away
It has often been said that opportunity
luiocka but once, which is not altogether
May we forget the petty trials
true. Opportunities are coming and going
Dreams gone, briefly hurt, deep
every day. and no matter how small they
loss
are. they should be utilized—for it is a numAnd turn to where the lilies climb
ber of small things which form our lives,
the air
building up the big opportunity that should
To hide a bleeding cross
DO our success. College is a big opportuniFor hope is born where lilies bloom
ty with many little opportunities underlyRain-sweet in early spring
ing it. We should make the most of it,
And faith that found an empty tomb
•tad) being the major part of what we have
Can conquer anything.
to do. If wo go about continually talking
—Helen Melshimer
of what might have been, we waste time. It
is far better to snatch every chance, make
the most of each day, and, so, be proud of
Economic Renaissance of the South
success; then, it will be entirely unnecessary to lament what might have been —it
Numerous interesting facts are revealwill be.
ed concerning the land beneath the MasonIt might have been that you started to Dixon by a brief survey entiled "Industrial
stay away from college, but you did not; so, Awakening of the South," by Dr. A. G. Taymake the met of it. It might have been lor, and published in the Bulletin of the
that you failed your first quarter's work. Harvard Business School of February.
You did not? You passed with a minimum
With the World War, the conflict that
amount of success, which might have been has produced so many unexpected benefits,
heller. It can be hetter, because every col- came the awakening. The sturdy country
lege girl has some spark of ambition. You boy of the old South was forced overseas
want to win whether you tight for it or not, with his countryman, the hated Yankee.
but the belt tighter is usually the best win- Thus an amazing contrast was brought to
ner. So, go into the new quarter with a new light. The Army tests showed the lofty suspirit. .Make Che most Of everything that premacy of the Northern system of learnmet your way, and what might have been ing. The illiteracy of the South was amazwill be.
ing.
Stop and Think
Now is the time for all girls who are interested in the welfare of the student body
.ind the college to stop and think. Not only
is it the duty of the girls to think seriously
before voting for major offices but it is the
duty of each girl to vote.
Bach time an
tion is staged those officiating are surprised to find that a large portion of the
students have not bothered to cast their
\ot, This is unfair to girls running, and to
those elected under such circumstance*.

A new generation emerged from that
war—one conceived of new ideas for a progressive economic system. The old South
gave way to the factory system for the
more efficient usage of her valuable natural
resources. Truth brought about swallowed
pride and northern economic ideas were

transplanted.
The New South is coming to be the land
of ultimate learning and culture. Soon the
grievance Incurred by the War Between
the States will be entirely forgotten and
the union of the States will be heart and
soul, inseparable.

Among; Our Caps and Gowns
Lena Mac Gardner

Courtesy News Leader
It would take a long list of our
most choice adjectives to do
justice to Lena Mac. and it will
be necessary to limit ourselves to
a few of them. To say that someone is capable, conscientious, and
dependable is a very high compliment, but "Mac" is even more,
for she possesses all of those

finer traits of character which
we all admire.
Since she was a freshman here.
Lena has worked faithfully and
steadily with and for her class,
and now as a senior she stands
high in the regard of us all. By
electing her their vice-president,
a senior chaperone. and one of
the ten most outstanding seniors,
the class was able to express a
little of their appreciation and
respect for her.
Not limiting herself to class
work, "Mac" has done fine work
in the Dramatic Club, on the Rotunda Staff, on Y. W. C. A. committees, and now we find her a
member of Alpha Kappa Gamma,
honorary fraternity for leadership.
At the present Lena Mac is
writing the theme for May Day.
and we are sure that she will be
quite up to standard in this
field.
To you. "Mac." we say sincere
wishes for those things we know
will be yours—success and happiness.

Rotunda
Reverberations
Chatham and Gretna Alumnae
1 tit. ■''!. Mill (I

The Chatham and Gretna alumnae were delightfully entertained at tea by Mary Shelton
and Elizabeth Hendricks on Wednesday. March 13, at Mrs. Marshall's home in Chatham. The
Chatham chapter, which includes
the alumnae from Gretna. was almost one hundred per cent present and very enthusiastic. The
chapter had as their guests from
Farmville Miss Leola Wheeler and
Jane Royall. who told them about
the recent happenings at the College.
Halifax Alumnae Have Informal
Meeting
The alumnae of Halifax County
Chapter had an informal meeting
on Thursday evening. March 14,
with Mrs. J. C. Harris in South
Boston. The chapter enjoyed the
recent news and pictures of Parmville that were brought to them by
Miss Wheeler and Jane Royall,
who met with them.
"Interest in Art Increases"
"Interest in art among the high
school pupils has
increased,"
states Miss Marjorie Goodwyn. a
Farmville graduate, who is director in the Art Department at the
Thomas Jefferson High School in
Richmond. About 12 per cent of
the student body is enrolled in the
art classes, which is a comparatively high percent. This increase
is probably due to the fact that
the conducive and pleasant surroundings are prevalent and that
such a variety of courses is offered.

Review of the News

—i

Along with Hitler's scrapping
of the Versailles Treaty came
his announcement of an army to
be raised, 500,000 strong; diplomatic circles answered his decree
with flurries of alarm.
This is the way the various
governments reacted:
1. Great Britain protested very
vigorously that the rearmament
of Germany threatened peace In
Europe.
2. Prance and Italy perceived
that they could do nothing to
help the situation, and concerted
action was held in obeyance.
3. The United States can, of
course, say and do nothing as
she is not an lgnatory power of
the treaty.
Germany maintains, however,
that she is willing to talk peace
wtih England and may consider
the discussion of the AngloFrench system. Sir John Simon,
England's able representative to
this conference scheduled In Berlin, was on his way to that city
at the time the decision of the
secret cabinet meeting was announced. As all parties are willing, negotiations for peace settlement will continue, but It is
evident on all sides that it will
probably go the way of all conferences on the sub

POETRY
Slayer of winter, art thou here
O welcome, thou that bring'st the
summer nigh!
The bitter wind makes not thy
victory vain,
Nor will we mock thee for thy
faint blue sky.
Welcome, O March! whose kindly days and dry winds
Make April ready
for
the
throstle's song.
Thou first redresser of the winter's wrong!
Vea.

welcome.
March!
and
though I die ere June,
Yet for the hope of life I zive
thee praise.
Striving to swell the burden of
the tune
That even now I hear thy brown
birds raise.
Unmindful of the past or coming
days;
Who sing, "O Joy ! a new year is
begun!
What happiness to look upon
the sun!"
O. what begetteth all this storm
of bliss.
But Death himself, who. crying
solemnly.
Even from the heart of sweet
Forgetfulness,
Bids us, "Rejoice! lest pleasureless ye die.
Within a little time must ye go
by.
Streteh forth your open hands
and. while ye live.
Take all the gifts that Death and
Life may give."
—William Morris

ThinKx Wr Can't Remember:
That some professors don't like
class-cutting even when you're on
the Dean's List . . . that examinations are always twice as hard to
study for without adequate notese
. . . that sitting on the wall isn't
a very dignified form of sport . . .
The Wind It Blind
meetings . . . that week-ends are
not supposed to begin until SatThe wind is blind.
urday afternoon . . . that library The earth sees sun and moon:
books really have to be turned in
the height
. . that alarm clocks won't alarm Is watch-tower to the dawn; the
unless they're set.
plain
Shines to the summer; visible
Orchids to the two Sanfords. We
light
prophesy that as editors they will Is scattered in the drops of rain.
be as capable as they are at enThe wind is blind
tertaining S. T. C.
The flashing billows are aware
With open eyes the cities see;
Things We Can't Forget:
Light leaves the ether, everyThat there is a full month bewhere
fore spring holidays . . . that knit- Known to the homing bird and
ting is still S. T. C.'s favorite inbee.
door sport . . . that every quarter
The wind is blind.
must end with exams . . . that Is blind alone. How has he
bills have to be paid sooner or lathurled
er .. . that in the spring a young His Ignorant lash, his sinless
woman's fancy turns to thoughts
dart,
and thoughts and thoughts . . . His eyeless rush upon the world.
that student teachers have one- Unseeing, to break his unknown
track minds . . . classes . . . that
heart!
week-ends can be such beautiful
The wind is blind.
things . . . that seniors are sup- And the sail traps him, and the
posed to have dignity along with
mill
their caps and gowns.
Captures him; and he cannot
save
Now that we're on the last lap His swiftness and his desperate
of the year we're wondering how
will
many people feel only the thrill From those blind uses of the
approaching vacation brings, how
slave.
many people are doing no more
—Alice Meynell.
than plodding along, refusing to
think or feel at all. Aren't we makMarch
ing a huge mistake in not looking
either backward or
forward
enough?
Oreen triangles have come on
the ground.
Things We Can't Forgive:
Green fretted things that we
shall see
Long advertisement talks in the
midst of the best radio program Orown to wild parsley soon. The
of the evening . . . curiosity sugarhens
coated with supposed kindness . . .
Are talking news excitedly.
boys who come to girl-break hops Big dimples stay in the sparrow's
without dates .. . . loud-voiced
fluff,
comments in conspicuous places
They preen with such fine
. . . two or three animated carenergy.
toons plus a news reel before the The very dust's alert. His songs
main picture . . . clever remarks
The blackbirds— stirs
from
that leave us flailing the air for
memory.
a proper retort . . . people we The prettiest one he knew last
can't understand.
year
Is still a soft uncertainty.
Remember, now at the begin- The catkins drip like honey
ning of a new quarter, the old
split.
proverb, "Never put off until toThe cock crows twice as fremorrow what can be done today."
quently.
And the wind rises, tossing back
It is common knowledge that
The spring: "You'll like It
Germany has been building up
more," says he,
her fleet of commercial planes- "For twisting aside, like the
masquerading as such, but not
blackbird's song.
deceiving anyone. The fact is And vexing you with "Presently."
that she can convert them Into
—Camilla Doyle.
bombers at a moment's notice and
has had them flying over Berlin
Wind And SUrer
all this week, A grim escort for
the peace representatives of other nations!
Greatly shining.
The United States has pending The Autumn moon floats in the
before her congress a bill for Inthin sky;
creased
naval
appropriations. And the fish-ponds shake their
This thrust is manlfestedly aimed
backs and flash
their
at Japan, but. coming at a time
dragon scales
like this, it has signiflgance In As she passes over them.
such a critical situation.
—Amy Lowell.
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Among Our Alumnae

College of Today
Breeds Spirit of Revolt

Dr. John A. Cunningham, sec- signed in disgust and accepted a
Continued from page 1
"Come out, come out, the weath- ond president of the State Fe- position in the "college," but a
He also accused magazines and
male
Normal
School
at
Farmville
year
later
a
"State
Female
Normer Is clear" seems to have been
newspapers of
fostering
the
the call that issued forth from called Miss Celeste Parrish, then al school" was established in my "spirit of unrest."
every corner last week-end. And a member of his Faculty "the state and I went as a student to
"Propaganda for every conthat. At the end of six weeks I ceivable vagary finds its way into
the S. T. C. girls as well as oth- brainest woman is Virginia."
The Rotunda published a was Invited to become a teacher print and receives a favorable, or
ers certainly did heed the call.
sketch of her life in this column the following year, continuing at least a tolerant, reception," he
At Home
Home sems always to be fore- last week and an excerpt from meanwhile, my student work.
said. "Novelty has a value greatI fell easily into the work which er than worth, and he who calmost in the minds of those away. her account of her own struggle
Among those who spent the week- for an education, clipped from was the despair of many of the lenges it must meet the witherend at home are: Virginia Bean, the Atlanta Journal. Her story students, and taught my first ing title of 'reactionary.' Any
Chic Dortch, Nancy Dodd, Vir- is continued below and will be practice lesson so well that the theory Is acceptable, though it
critic teacher insisted that I had antagonizes every principle that
ginia Hurt, Elizabeth Harris. concluded next week.
Dorothy Glover, Lena Mac GardThe year after I graduated been trained. I soon completed LB Justified by experience and rener, Elizabeth Huse, Eugenia from the "college" I attended the the course, was given the entire slstence to the assaults of time,
Jolly, Louise Floyd, Prances Far- first "summer normal" ever held charge of the department of provided the theory Ls entitled
rls. Jessica Jones, Luclle Moseley, in my state. The public school mathematics, was invited at once 'progressive.'"
Elizabeth Smith, Isabel Plum- teachers gathered at the state to a position in the "summer
This spirit of revolt, he said, is
mer, Eleanor Mitchell, Susan university and in the six weeks normals" of the state and soon bred within college walls, and he
Gresham. Louise Hyde, Anne Pe- of our sojourn I had another in- found myself in demand for that cited as an example the case of a
ple, Ann Mears. Agnes Powell. tellectual awakening. The librar- sort of work. In these schools I woman profesor In a women's
Evelyn Howell, Evelyn Knaub. ies, the laboratories and may of became acquainted with teachers college who advocated the aboliMargaret Herndon.
the lectures were revelations to from all parts of the state, and tion of religion and its represMary Elizabeth Wood, Kather- me. From occasional lectures by finding many of them face to sions. He said things had gone
lne Conway. Martha Gwaltney. the university professors. I ob- face with difficulties which had so far that people taught comCatherine Zimmerman. Marlon tained glimpses of great fields of confronted me in my earlier ex- panionate marriage and spendPond. Kathleen McOann. Clen- knowledge whose names
had, perience, I was able to help them ing instead of thrift."
tls Mattox, Amis Montgomery. previously, meant nothing to me. Silver and gold I had none, for
Mary Lee Powell. Virginia Han- I came in contact with one or two all that I earned above my bare
nah, Josephine Kent, Merwyn university students of the better expenses had always been used
Flush—"How'd ya get that cut
Oathwright. Rachel Joyner. type, who gave me some insight for those who had claims upon
Charlotte Young, Eleanor Wood, into the sort of work they were me. but I know that I gave fresh on the head "
Lush—"Musta bit myself."
Bernice Jones, Jennie Belle Gll- doing, and. ince again, an in- courage to many a soul fainting
Flush—"Gwan, how could you
under
heavy
burdens
who
would,
liam, Prances Jones, May Harvey, tense discouragement took tem: otherwise, have believed effort bite yourself way up there?"
Rose Friend. Carter Belle Munt. porary possession of me.
Lush—"Musta stood
on
a
' useless.
Thulla Park. Marion Shoffner.
At that time I had never seen a
After a few years I began to chair."
Virginia Rawllngs. Wye Scott. really good picture. A fine copy
Edna Shorter. Charlotte Rice. of Raphael's School of Athens plan a year's study at a great
The Winds
Hazel Smith, Billy Wilkinson. hung in the assembly hall of the university, but calamity came
Lois Vassar. CVyde Tuck. Nan university and several lectures again, the path of duty was plain
Those hewers of the clouds, the
Page Trent. Ella Ware. Dorothy upon it were given by the profes- ■ and I worked on.
Winds, that lair
Price. Iris Rountree, Margaret sor of philosophy. I listened
At the four compass-points, are
Russel, Rose Somers. Henrietta eagerly, remained often alone in
out tonight: —
Salsbury. Deane Saunders, An- the hall for the pleasure of lookI hear their sandals trample on
thella Roblnette, Eleanor Wade, ing at it and studying it as closethe height,
Elizabeth Spltler, Marjorle Rob- ly as my limitations would allow.
I hear their voices trumpet
ertson. Patsy Saunders. Virginia I think the time I spent simply
Miss Mary White Cox honored
through the air:
Martin. Pauline Pearson. Mildred in looking at it without moving
Builders
of storm, God's workthe
out-going
Student
Council.
Meeks. Elizabeth Puckett. ElizaP
S
d CUV e f ,he the House Counc11 and tne Y w
men, now they bear
beth Mann. Louise Gathright. Li- KL?
?^!H!
*?
^°
"
,
°
best results. In the regular ?esl!c A. Cabinet with an informal Up the steep stair of sky. on
vian Powell. Helen Harris, Irene sions of the summer school.
I
backs of might,
Parker, Jane Holland, Dora Park- came in contact with teachers dinner in the lounge on Tuesday
Huge tempest bulks, while-sweat
er. Prances Johnson, Bobble Mat- who were more skillful than I. evening.
that blinds their sight—
As hostesses, Miss Mary and
tox, Ernestine Payne, Kitty Jaml- and determining to do better
sonfl Charligne Hall. Katherine work, myself. I examined their Miss Royall welcomed the girls The rain Is shaken from tumultuous hair:
Milby, Izell Houck, Laeta Bar- methods and tried to select all and invited them to pull up their
ham, Jestlne Cutshall, Maude that was good and adapt it to chairs for a social chat and an Now, sweepers of the firmament,
they broom
informal meal.
Deekins, Kitty Bass.
my
particular
conditions.
I
Like
gathered dust, the rolling
A
plate
dinner,
consisting
of
M*ldred Davles. Sue Eastham, aimed at other improvements.
mists along
hot turnovers, chicken salad, poAlma Elliot. Mary Lou French.
Hitherto, I had no control over tato chips, cheese straws, and Heaven's floors of sapphire; all
Irene Bailey. Mamie Barnes. Mary my voice and it was often disthe beautiful blue
pickled peaches was served. For
Wilson Clark, Margaret Pollard,
agreeably loud and harsh. My dessert there were ice cream with Of skyey corridor and celestial
Nan Seward, Virginia Saunders.
articulation was very rapid and cherries, cup cakes, and cookies.
roomRebecca Carter. Margarette Duck,
indistinct. A fairly good teacher
The lounge was appropriately Preparing, with large laughter
Edna Bolick, Margaret Aldredge.
of elcocution happening to be at decorated with lovely vases of
and loud song,
Maude Duck, Virginia Baker,
the university. I joined a private jonquils.
For the white moon and stars to
Margaret Jones. Rebecca Cousins,
class which she was teaching and,
wander through.
Mary Black, Doris Coates, Milat the end of six weeks, had
—Madison Caveln.
dred Habel, Fanny Boswoith,
gained a basis from which I could
Martha Glenn Davis, Grace Colwork out my own salvation. I
lins, Inez Chappelle, Oeorc.ie
continued the work for a number
Custls, Bobby Brooke, Mary Denof years, taking within that time
ny Annie Leigh Bailey. Ethel private lessons in vocal music and
Continued from page 1
Burgess. Louise Bailey Mary E. trying, and, at the end of six
the groups. For a notable length
Flowers for all occasions
Newcomb, Mary Jane Pendleton, weelcs nad a
An' rMcC^'eady." "Betty Butter-'
'
Peasant manner ot'[0f time Zeta Tau has monopolized
PHONES 181-273
first place but the averages for the
worth, Sarah Beck, and Christian spaeklng.
I had been an extremely awk- fall quarter reversed the tables
Reynolds.
ward girl. My aunts had been somewhat. The results are as folIn Richmond
annoyed and sometimes exasperAmong those who ventured to ated by it. but they did not know lows:
Stationery, Blank Books and
Mu Omega
2.018
Rlchmonds last
week
were: how to help me and their conSchool Supplies
Zeta Tau
1840
Blanche Kahn, Leila Mattox, tinual sarcasms only made me the
Cigars, Cigarettes and Soda
Gamma Theta
1.710
Grace Eubank. Josephine Quinn, more self-conscious and, there- SiRma Sigma Sigma
1826
Farmville, Virginia
Elizabeth Plnnell, Lois Moses, fore, the more awkward. To Alpha Sigma Alpha
1547
Belle Lovelace, Emily and Prances remedy this I took private work
1353
Channell, Claudia Harper, Rose in calisthenics, walking six miles Pi Kappa Sigma
Marie Hunter, Margaret Drake under a broiling midday sun to
Ezra, tomorrow Is our twentyand Alice Ziegler.
reach the teacher. I am not
Street and Dress Shoes
fifth wedding anniversary hadn't
At Culpepper
quite sure whether the actual exDancing Slippers Dyed
Culpepper certainly did prove ercises or my faith in them we better kill a chicken?
Why, punish the chicken for
It
Correct fits our specialty
interesting last week-end for wielded the more potent influKatheryn Fitzgerald. Tyler Wood, ence, but at any rate, I became, something that happened twentyEvelyne Montgomery and Jean
five years ago?
after a year or two, a less awkMcClure.
ward woman.
"In the time of trial," said the
In Lynchburr
CLEANERS AND TAILORS
Through all the period de- preacher, "what brings us our
Brooks Wheeler, Audrey MatExpert cleaning, repairing and rescribed, I had read industriously greatest comfort?"
tox, Virginia Leonard, Anne and with high enjoyment. Scott.
modeling ladies garments
And from the back of the room Main Street, opposite Post office
Johnson and Marion Layne spent Dickens, Thackeray, Oeorge Eliot,
the answer came back, "An acthe week-end in Lynchburg.
Phone 98
Longfellow. Tennyson. Carlyle,
To Georgia
Shakespeare and Macauley had quital."
Talk
about
globe-trotting—
been the employment of my vacawell Caroling Jones and June Al- tions. I read, also, translations
len certainly did it. All the way of Greek and Latin authors
to Savannah. Ga.. and back.
with much pleasure, had access
QUALITY—PRICE—SERVICE
Other Places Visited
Come in and Get Acquainted
Among other places visited to a few good magazines, with a
member of a reading club comwere: Lexington by Mary Gllmer,
We are glad to have you with us!
posed of the most cultivated peoPrances Woodhouse and Zllla
ple
of
the
town
and
was
fast
beNewsom; Danville by Virginia
Farmville, Virginia
Brown and Margaret Ferguson; coming what I had always longed
Safe—Comfortable—Economical
to
be—a
cultivated
woman.
Rice by Edith Hart, Evelyn
Political complications arising
Holmes, and Bessie Hart; Drakes
Branch by Audrey Wilson, Dill- in the public school system, I rewyn by Edna Harvey, Jeannette
Leslie
Jones; Winston Salem by Ellen Virginia Daughty and
BARRER AND BEAUTY SHOP
Simmerman; Blackstone by Eli- Bradshaw; Flncastle by Jane
TAILOR
zabeth Stubs. Pamplin by Lu- Lybrook and Mildred Llnthecum;
323 Main Street
cille Rhoades, and Martha Ham- Luray by Marjorie Booten; Clover CLEANING
We use the Frederick Method
let; Lawesvllle by Virginia Lee by Catherine Crews; South BosPRESSING
Harvey; Martinsville by Ruth ton by Margaret Crenshaw; Big
Hair cutting and thinning a
and Mary Hubard; Salem by Ma- Island by Sally Rose Chappelle,
REPAIRING
rion Hansbrough, Virginia Salem, and Lawrencevllle by Mary HarSpecialty
Phone 203
and Valla Nimmo; Kenbridge by rison Vaughan.

Miss Cox Entertains
At Informal Dinner

Fall Quarter Sorority
Averages Announced

WILLIS
The Florist

11:05
6:45
8:00
9:00
9:.!0
11:00
11:00
11:15

PRINTING ....
When you think of
Printing think of

—The—
FARMVILLE
HERALD

SPRING SPECIALS
The navy is here—Three-quarter length navy blue
suits. They are chic—stylish and she will adore you
in them. Three price groups—$9.95—$14.95 and
$16.50

THE HUB DEPARTMENT STORE
I .u tin illr's Best Place to Shop!

—FOR—
EVERYTHING—SCHOOL SUPPLIES. CANDIES. FRUITS.
CONFECTIONS. ETC.
GO TO

GILLIAN'S
Open 'till 9:00 p. m.

ARE YOU INTERESTED?
JACKETS of Oiain and Suede Cloth and Wool SWEATERS.
3.
We are showing the season's newest. Come in We are glad
to show
ive.

Just

what we have -and the line is very attract-

VERSER'S

Rice's Shoe Store

PIIILCO RADIO

Gray's Drug Store

Travel by

GREYHOUND

S. A. Legus

8:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30

C. E. Chappell Co.

Kleanwell

Going Away?

Friday
6:15 WJZ—Dance orchestra
6:30 WABC -Current Events
6:45 WJZ Lowell Thomas
Wednesday
900 WEAF—Abe Lyman
WEAF Wayne King
9:30 WJZ—Belasco Orchestra
WOR—Garber Orchestra
11:00 WJZ Dance orchestra
11:05 WABC—Nelson Orchestra
WEAF—Lombardo
Saturday
WOR—Current Events
6:00 WABC Little Jack Little
WEAF—Ray Noble
WABC—Symphony Orch. 7:15 WOR- -Dance orchestra
8:30 WJZ—Art Jarrett
WABC—Be'.asco Orchestra
9:00 WJZ—Ray Noble
Thursday
10:30 WJZ—Dance orchestra
WJZ- -Lowell Thomas
11:00 WABC-Glenn Gray
WEAF—Vallee's Varieties.
WABC—Glenn Gray
WABC—Fied Waring
He—"I suppose you dance."
WJZ-Denny Orchcst r;i
She—"Oh, yes. I love to."
WABC—Little Jack Little
He—"Great.
That's bettern'
WEAF— Berger Orchestra
dancing."

Radio Highlights

Mack's

World's largest manufacturers of Radio
A complete line
Watch repairing a specialty
Sheet Music—8trings for Instruments

LYNN, The Main Street Jeweler

YOUR NEIGHBOR,

The Wevanokc Beauty Salon
invites you to drop in and take advantage of their Special
pni i'S now in eilect.
Permanent Waves- $4 Sc $6 Shampoo & Flngerwave 75 cents
Manicure 40 cents
Inriiivdual, |

efficient service and an established

reputation for dependability and satisfaction. That ls our
guarantee, and your assurance of perfect workmanship.

zzz
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Volley Ball Practices
Begin Early in Week

MUSIC IN THE AIR

we hear that the only way one
gentleman from the West could
quiet them down was to get out
the old revolver and show that
he meant business. Now, we have
heard that at one time shooting
was rather prevalent at Virginia.
Long ago it was no oddity at all
to see a student shoot out the
lights before going to bed. Even
further back than that a military
unit was installed here — shouts
and squeals from the R. O. T. C.
tappers—and on several occasions the students demonstrated
that "straight from the hip"
meant more than it means even
today.
All this, however, was long ago.
remaps the gentlemen who live
in this particular dor.n did not
suspect that there was a pistol on
uie campus. Recently they discovered their mistake. They insisted upon exorcizing the son of
Adam. or. in the vulgar phrase,
raising Cain after being told by
one of their number that he
wished to study. They did not
realize that one student in their
midst had come to the University
from way out west and probably
had cowboy instincts.
They soon found this out when
he faced them boldly, revolver in
hand. He fired into the air,
looked significantly at the gun
and went back to his room to
study. From then on he found
ideal studying conditions.

'Reprint from V. M. I. Cadet)
mg him for so long in the role of
FREDDIE MARTIN will soon THE BAON . . . THE BARON
Volley bull started oil "with a
character is still with Jack . . .
Monday afternoon after the leave the East to take up a post on FRED ALLEN between broadcasts
the
West
Coats
at
the
Cocoanut
junior-freshman basketball game.
studies for B. A. degree . . Among
11 m a small "bang", but an cn- Grove . . . CHANDU. THE MA- the newer songs are: "I'M RUNGICIAN
will
be
back
on
the
air
thualaaUc, kqral, noisy, and happy
Approximately fourteen girls with a new sponsor . . . The HOL- NING AROUND IN CIRCLES, by
the writer of the sensational PICdcd the first practice and as LYWOOD HOTEL program which OLO
PETE; LOVE PASSES BY.
features
DICK
POWELL
and
, eoood ("»■
fom the picture LIVE TONIGHT;
Practices will be held two hours FRANCES LANGFORD may leave ITS EASY TO REMEMBER, from
mi Tuesday! and Wednesdays and i he air in the near future . . . BING CROSBYS new picture tit,Our on Thursdays until the IHROWING STONES AT THE led MISSISSIPPI .... LITTLE
b, tore Beater, This schedule, SUN seems to be the song that la JACK LITTLE has written two
windi will be posted on the Ath- played most on the air . . . The new songs . . . TELL ME and
letic AflKClatlOn bulletin board, oand leaders seem to favor FAIR YOU'RE A HEAVENLY THING
provides time for tennis and la- I HE WELL, ANNABELLE, from ... He also introduced another
show,
prai Uces which will begin The RUDY VALEE
SWEET MUSIC . . One of the hit tune entitled LOUISIANA FAIRY
nun.
TALE ... All three are good tunes
Present plans are for the class tunes from WAKE UP AND . . . . The anniversary of JOHN
DREAM, shown recently at J-M
volley ball games to be played on HALLL, is TOO BEAUTIFUL FOR PHILIP SOUSA was celebrated reMonday and Tuesday before Eastcently . . . The POST BAND would
er holidays. This gives four weeks WORDS . . . Funny songs lose do well to try some of his marches
favor, BLUE MOON which led the
for practices, ten of which are reare the "TOP" in marital
quired for the class squad. Volley popularity for about two months is which
music . . . TED LEWIS has asusslipping
fast
.
.
.
WOLLARD
BORball la a sport for everyone and
taining program from CHICAGO
one in which everyone can take XSON is not a Negro as so many and
originating from a night club.
think . . . This was the illusion as
par)
to the eevr popular SINGIN SAM .. . A friend picked him up recent. . . To clear up another rumor, ly on a Sunday night . . . Thanks
BOB CROSBY is the brother of C. B. G. . . . FRED WARING and
1
the famous BING . . . Hhe is single his imitaions are still good . . .
The
wife
of
LIEBERT
LOMBARand twenty-three ... In New York
there are rumors that a large net- DO died recently on West Coast
work may soon burst forth with . •
HART and RODGERS, the
Continued from page 1
ful; it expresses what can not be commercial television programs . . Writers of BLU EMOON, have a
The Mutual Net-Work which in- new musical show ready which
said m words.
The most familiar numbers on eludes WOR, WGN, WLW. and will star RAY BOLGER, who rethe program were Kismet and WXYZ may soon add some Pociflc. cently was featured in LIFE BEDdra, the Greek goddess. Coast Stations and then step into'GINS AT 8:40 . . BEA l.n.T.rR
Kismet was dressed in green and the held now dominated by the j English comedianne, who is now
Special orders for
black, and had a beautiful light- National and Columbia chains ... on the air, is a record breaker of
long standing here and abroad . . .
ing effect in which to perform To sart things off WOR has in- If
Try our doughnuts
the solo dance. Cassandra, also a creased its power to 50,000 watts | you want to hear your favorite
solo performance, was dressed in . . . WLW is the most powerful movie stars over the air listen to
station in the country with 500,000 the LU XRADIO THEATRE over
flowing purple robes.
The prgoram was concluded watts . . . TED WEEMS can be the NBC-WJZ net-woor.
Third Street
with a negro ritual, with dancing heard almost nightly over WGN
accompanying the singing of . . . Try WGN around 9:45 p. m. I'lan Trip to Protest Passage
and 10:15 p. m. . . . RUDY VALof Student Loyalty Bill
negro spirituals.
Miss Struppa presented a lovely LEE will wear the uniform of an
NEW YORK. (NSFA) — At a
and expressive satire, the first Annapolis Midshipman in his next
half of which was classic and picture . . . The famous DON meeting of New York City college
MARQUIS may soon come on the and high school student council
the last half romance.
Is Headquarters for the Best
air to rival ALEXANDER WOOL- presidents and editors, a mass
COTT ... A scientist says that protest trip to Albany to protest
SANDWICHES
Radio may soon be able to trans- the passage of the Nunan Bill,
—and—
mit odors . . . Stale jokes are bad prescribing loyalty oaths for all
DRINKS
enough, but when we have to put students entering New York colup with the odor . . . Phooey . . . leges in whole or part supported
in Farmvilie:
Continued from page 1
ing the juniors, and Jane Royall One of the finest bits of reporting by public funds, was planned for
of the Hauptmann trial on the air March 7. Colleges throughout
leadhiK the freshmen.
In the first quarter the Juniors was done by BOAKE CARTER, the States are expected to send
took the lead in the score and who gave his news in an unbiased delegates to the Capitol on that
Blued ahead during the en- way. . Several of the other com- day to voice their opposition to
tire ttamc. The forwards demon- mentators on the same case were the bill described by Senator Nustrated quick timing and precis- not quite as importial and invoked nan as a method "to keep Comion in thei: shots. They were a great deal of criticism from the munists out of college." At the
(On the Corner!
linked by strong guards and radio listeners .... DOROTHY meeting it was pointed out that
PAGE of the JAN GARBER SUP- far from accomplishing this end
renters.
Martha Putney refereed the PER CLUB is the mother of a boy it would stimulate radical activand a girl . . . MME. SCHUMANNgame, and Miss Her umpired.
HEINK and DR. WALTER DAM- ity because of its design to supThe line-up was:
If bought at this store
press minority belief and expresROSCH are the oldest performers
Preahmen
Juniors on
sion.
the air . . . CLYDE LUCAS and
Chappelk
R.F.
A petition to be signed by op. Rountree his CALIFORNIA DONS will open
Qllliam, j. B.L.P.
Sanford, P. at the Hotel New Yorker soon . . . ponents of the measure throughthan
j.c.
Ranson C. This band was a sensation in Chi- out the state will be circulated by
arworth, .S.c.
Kern cago at the World's Fair . . , PEE a steering committee elected at
Bolick
R.Q.
Walker WEE HUNT is six feet tall and the meeting to arrange details of
Thomas
L.3.
Bondurant weighs 200 pounds . . . PRISCILLA the campaign to defeat the proOffers interesting instruction by
Substitution!: freshmen;
E. LANE of the FRED WARING pro- posal. This petition reads as fel- Artist Teachers, arranged to suit
Mann, f Button juniors: L. cram is the sister of LOLA LANE lows : "Whereas the Nunan Bill is the needs of each pupil. Piano:
W'.i lin.sley
of the movies .... PRISCILLA ■ direct threat against academic Elsa Schemmel Fairchild. Marie
would be an attraction in any mov- freedom and the right of students Schemmel Shroder. Voice: Matie . Long awaited GOODRICH to speak and act on social issues; ' tie Spencer Willis. Violin: RichTIRE program seems to be off m- and whereas, this bill is intro- mond Seay of Blackstone College.
deflnltely .... Trouble among the duced at a time of widespread
in
featured stars which were to in- evidences of suppression
nued from page 1
clude PHIL DUEY, DOCTOR schools and colleges throughout
Mi Hamsonburg, West- ROCKWELL. TED LEWIS, TTM the country, I, the undersigned,
BUILDING MATERIALS
hampton and Winthrop Colleges. and IRENE, and THE MODERN vigorously oppose the bill and
MILLWORK
OM of the colleges i llolR ... If it ever does come urge its immediate abandonFarmvilie, Va.
Wch Di Walmsley formerly 00 the air. TED LFWIS will be ment."
I ht.
missing, much to the regret of
The club is constantly working many. . Ted will be replaced by Westerner's Pistol Subdued
on the national queatlon and oth- LEO SPITALNY who is a brother
Hraiders in Dorm Feud
You Would Love to Have Your
w Ul1
" " subjects They intend to of the famous PHIL ... By the
Shoes Fixed at
Bit OJ the season as way. PHIL is looking for a girl
The dorms must be getting
I the tirst part
tuba player, and if you know of pretty noisy these days. In fact
any be would be glad to know . . .
PHIL is the leader of an all-girl
110 Third Street
orchestra that la receiving a lot
"ii books are muinl of comjiN'iit . . . one of the bad
ROOM I I KMSIIIM.S
read and lined do they really be- things on the air at present is the
GifU of
confhcl
between
BING CROSBY
" home, says the New
and BEN BIERNIE. who share the
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
i OOUeta of home ecoLasting Remembrance
aame hour on different net-works
UOI,
A little shilling would help
CANDIES
Books should not be kept bethe cause . . . Another conflict is 317 Main St.
Farmvilie
locked glass doors in one tin' one between ALEXANDER
ine should be in WOOLCOTT and JACK BENNY ..
■ room. Homemakers will not The leading bands in a popularity
'■ weary with the daily poll are WAYNE KING, GUY POTTED MEATS
routine if they keep books in the LOMBARDO.
I llUa Store
SANDWICH SPREAD
JAN
GARBER,
kit. hen and read them during BEN BIERNIE, FRED WARING.
FARMVILLE, VA.
SANDWICH ROLLS
moments. Children's books
In another poll the stands are
<<■ handy so that ■I follows
GUY LOMBARDO
HOT DOGS
mot he: may read to them occas1 KINO, KUDY VALLEE,
ionally.
1 Ki:i) WARINO, GUS HAENSEverything for the Picnic
habit of reading Is as ne- CllKN
. JACK BENNY tops
BMOtaJ health as both i»ilN a.s In-.t , niuciiian ....
lunahinc are for As does JIMMY WALL1NGTON
Ith ud books can U' theannounoen . i
runny
had :
ELECTRIC GOODS/
community It We to hear JACK PEARL in the role
Main Street
I .11 lUMlle
Tennis
Rackets and bails
!
''•'''■•' the need for them.
of PETER PEIFFER after hearRoller Skate

K. M. W. C. Presents
Dancing Recital

Teas and Parties
Foley's Bakery

Sh annons

Juniors Victorious
Over Froth Team

Southside Drug
Store
Films Developed
FREE

The Schemmel
Conservatory of Music

Three More Contests
Confront Debate Club

Farmvilie Mfg. Co.

Lovelace Shoe Shop

Books Add to Home

Conoco Gas and Oil

EACO

FiU up at

Johns Motor Co.

THEATRE
Mats. I p in : Nights 8 p. m.
Adults 25c;
Children 15c
Unless otherwise noted

Farmvilie. Va.

SUPPERS AND
SMALL PARTIES
Good Breakfast
Dinners

Thurs.. March 21

Will Rogers
Ev'n \ enable. Mepin I .(.lilt
in

Suppers

County Chairman

College Tea Room

Adults 25c and 35c
Fri.. March 22

and

SALYL I II.IKS

Lee Tracy, Jimmy Durante

LONGWOOD

"CARNIVAL"
Sheomaker & the Elves" Ml
Color. REGULAR PRICKS

Sat., March 23

Buy Your
CANDY

Cary Grant
Elissa Landi
"Enter Madame"

To Sell at

H. T. Stokes & Co.

Cartoon and Fox News

Xext Mon.Tues M. 25-26

G. F. Butcher

Irene Dunne
Fred Astaire
Ginger Rogers
"ROBERTA"

High Street
"The Convenient Store"

Comedy and Paramount
News—Adults 25c and 35c

FOR GOOD THLNGS
TO EAT AND DRINK

Electric Shoe Shop

\ext Wed., March 27

Will Fix Your Shoes

Jean Parker. Russell Hardie

While You Wait

"SEQUOI"

BEST WORKMANSHIP

Chapt. 8 "Tailspin Tommy"

AND LEATHER USED

The Fashion Shoppe
Reflects the newest styles. All dresses $2.95 up
COATS, SUITS. DRESSES, UNDERWEAR
8ilk Hose
Fine quality

49c

50c and
69c

SPRING SPORT SHOES
Brown and white combination and sketched here.
The ideal campus shoe that puts you at the head of
footwear class.

$3.95

PAIR

OTHERS at $3.5 to $6. New zipper styles and dress
"blues."

BALDWIN'S

Martin the Jeweler

ROSES

f. R. Drumeller

OvertonMottley
Hdwe. Co.

LOVELY EASTER DRESSES
in one and two piece effects. You must see them to
it ali/.' what wonderful values are $5.45, $7.45 &
$9.45.
SPRING SUITS—the prettiest in town

$.945l $15.97
DOROTHY MAY STORES
First to Show the Newest!
FARMVILLE, VA.

